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The analysis presented below concerns the thermal field of the outer surface of the drum 
brake registered by means of an AGEMA Series@900LW thermovision camera and the LINY 
software. Roundness deviations of the inner surface of the drum measured with a TALYROND 
precise measurement device were compared with the distribution of temperature on the outer 
surface along the circumference. The results show that these quantities are interdependent and 
the coefficients of correlation calculated for them are always greater than 0.8. What is more, 
they are not affected by the type of pressure (i.e. shoe). The distribution of temperature along 
the generating line of the drum represents the character of the contact between the shoe and 
the drum. Tests carried out for various arrangements of friction members of the drum brake 
confirmed the interdependence of the thermal field and the geometry of mating surfaces. A 
maximum temperature rise of the drum has also been discussed. 

1. lNTRODUCTION

During the braking of an automotive vehicle, there is a change of kinetic 
energy into thermal energy and the heat is a result of rubbing of the brake 
linings against the drum or disk. Great amounts of heat may be produced then, 
especially during intensive or frequent cyclic braking ( e.g. w hen driving in the 
town). The resulting increase in temperature has various negative results. 

For most friction materials, an increase in temperature causes a decrease in 
the coefficient of friction, and in consequence, worse efficiency of braking [1, 2]. 
Also, due to thermal stresses, faster wear of friction linings and metal surfaces 
( drum or shoe) is observed. In extreme cases it can lead to the occurrence of bub
bles of the vapour of the brake fluid in the pipes, which is a serious disturbance of 
the conditions of correct operation of the system. For these reasons, the thermal 
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